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Generically supercompact cardinals 
by farcing with chain conditions 

渕野昌 酒井拓史

Sakae Fuchino*,t Hiroshi Sakai*,+ 

Abstract 

A ccc-generically supercompact cardinal r;, can be smaller than or equal 

to the continuum. On the other hand, such a cardinal r;, still satisfies diverse 

largeness properties, like that it is a stationary limit of ccc-generically mea-

surable cardinals (Theorem 4.1). This is in a strong contrast to P-generically 

supercompact cardinals for the class P of all u-closed posets, which can be 

~n for any n > l. 

1 Introduction and preliminaries. 

For a class P of posets, we say that a cardinal "'is P-generically measurable (P-g. 

measurable, for short) if there is『 EP such that, for a (V, IP)-generic G, there 

are j, M t;;;; V[G] such that V[G] F j :V→" M holds1l. If "'is {IP}-generically 

measurable, we shall also say that "'is IP-generically measurable. 
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A cardinal氏 isP-generically入-supercompact(P-g.入-supercompact,for short) 

for a given cardinal入ミ代， forshort) if there is IP E P with a (V, IP)-generic (3 and 

j, M こV[l3]with 

(1.1) V[l3]巨j:V今氏 M,j（刈＞入， j”入EM.

A cardinal ""is P-generically supercompact (P-g. supercompact, for short) if it 

is P-g.入-supercompactfor all 入~ K,. 

Clearly, for氏く入<>.',P-g. >.'-supercompactness of氏impliesP-g.入-super-

compactness of "" and P-g. K,-supercompactness of "" is equivalent to P-g. measur-

ability of ""・ 

In the following we mainly consider the cases in which P is the class of all v-cc 

posets for some uncountable v. In this case, we shall say v-cc-generically mea-

surable (v-cc-g. measurable, for short), or v-cc-generically >.-supercompact (v-cc-g. 

入—supercompact, for short), in place of P-generically measurable or P-generically 

入—supercompact, respectively. 

Starting from a measurable (supercompact, resp.) cardinal "", it is easy to 

obtain a model in which a ccc-g. measurable (supercompact, resp.) cardinal is less 

than or equal to the continuum. Actually, forcing with Fn（入，2)for any入2k will 

create such a model. 

We can also consider the generic versions of weak compactness: A cardinal氏

is said to be P-generically weakly compact for a class P of posets (or P-g. weakly 

compact, for short), if, for any Aこ""(A EV) there is a transitive set model M 

of ZFC―with "", A E M such that, for some『EP皿 d(V, IP)-generic (3, we have 

j:M→I< N for some j, NE  V[(3]. 

We shall also say v-cc-g. weakly compact etc. similarly to above. 

Lemma 1.1 For a class P of posets, if"'is P-generically measurable then "'is 

P-generically weakly compact. 

Proof. Suppose that IP E P and (V, IP)-generic (3 are such that there are j*, 

M* ~ V[Q:3] with j* : V ~"'M*. Let M := 1-l(記 ),N:= 1-l(j*（代）十M*)M*and 

j := j*「M. Then, these M, IP, (3, j, N are witnesses of the property in the 

definition of the P-g. weakly compactness for all Aこ氏 口(Lemma1.1) 

We refer mainly [14] for results in connection with precipitousness and generic 

ultrapower while our notation tend to be more compatible with that of [15]. Names 

in forcing are denoted by alphabets with undertilde adopting the notation of [17]. 
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2 Generically weakly compact cardinals 

Lemma 2.1 Suppose that ti, is v-cc-g. weakly compact for av< ti,. Then 

(1) ti, is weakly Mahlo. 

(2) /'i, has the tree property. 

Proof. Assume that氏 isv-cc-g. weakly compact. 

(1): (a) First, we prove that ti, is not a successor cardina12). Suppose, toward 

a contradiction, that氏isa successor cardinal, say氏＝μ+.Note that v：：：： μ 

Let A ~ ti, be a set which codes <s~ : ~ <沿 whereeach s~ for O < ~ < ti, is a 

surjection from μ to r 
Let M be a transitive model of ZFC-such that ti,, A E M and there is av-cc 

poset IP with (V, IP)-generic (3 such that there are j, NE  V[l3] such that 

(2.1) V[l3]Fj:M今"N.

Now, since A EM, we have MF;,,=炉 and,since j(μ) = μ by μ < ;,,, we 

have Np== "j(;,,) = μ十"by elementarity. Thus 

since IP preserves cardinals > v 
by the v-cc of IP 

＾ 
j（t,,) =（忙）N ：：：：： （炉）V[G]= (μ+t = K,. 

This is a contradiction to "'= crit(j). 

(b) Next, we prove that "'is regular. Suppose, again toward a contradiction, 

that "'is singular and let〈庚： C ＜ 6〉bea strictly increasing sequence of cardinals 

< "'cofinal in "'and such that o < "'・ Let A ~氏 be a set which codes the sequence 

仮： ~<o〉.

Let M be a transitive model of ZFC―such that "', A E M and there is a v-cc 

poset IP with (V, IP)-generic (3 such that there are j, NE  V[-0::3] such that (2.1) holds. 

By A E M, we have 〈宍：~ < 6〉EM. By elementarity and crit(j)＝"', 

j( 〈皮： ~<6〉) ＝〈庚： （く 8〉.Hence

Nヒ“j（"')= lim(j( 〈尺： ~<o〉)） ＝ lim( 〈灰： ~<o〉) ＝K,". 

This is contradiction to "'= crit(j) 3). 

(c) Finally, we prove that "'is weakly Mahlo. Suppose that C ~ "'is a club. 

Let A~ 氏 be such that it codes C as well as witnesses of singularity of all singular 

cardinals and successorship of the successor cardinals < "'・ 

2) We can skip (a) since (b) implies (c) and this establishes (1) (see Lemma 3.1). 

3) Actually, we do not need the v-cc or any other condition on P to prove (b). 
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Let M be a transitive model of ZFC― such that r;,, A E M and there is a v-cc 

poset IP with (V, IP)-generic G such that there are j, NE  V[G] such that (2.1) holds. 

Since C E M by A E M 皿 dMF  "C is a club subset of j（r;,)", we have N F  

"j (C) is a club subset of r;," by elementarity. Since j (C) n r;, = C by crit(j) =,-,,, it 

follows that r;, E j (C)．r;, is regular by (b). Since IP preserves cardinality and cofinal-

ity 2'. v by its v-cc, V[G] F苅 isregular". It follows that N F "r;, is regular". Thus 

N 巨“j(C) contains a regular cardinal" and M 巨“Ccontains a regular cardinal" 

by elementarity. By the choice of A the weakly inaccessible cardinal in C n M is 

really weakly inaccessible. 

Since C was arbitrary, this shows that氏 isa weakly Mahlo cardinal. 

(2): Suppose that Tis a r;,—tree. We want to show that T has a氏 branch.

Since we have I T I = r;,, we may assume without loss of generality that the 

underlying set of T is氏

Let Aこr;,code the tree ordering :Sr as well as the witnesses asserting that T 

is a,-,,—tree. Let M be a transitive model of ZFC―such that r;,, A E M and there 

is a v-cc poset『with(V, IP)-generic G such that there are j, N E V[G] such that 

(2.1) holds. 

We have T E M and M F "Tis a r;,-tree" by A E M. It follows that N F 

"j(T) is a j(r;,)-tree" by elementarity, and j(Tい＝ T.Since j（r;,) > r;,, there is 

t* E j(T) such that NF  "t* E j(T)"". 

Let＜皿df be IP-names of j('.Sr) and t*. 
ズ

（） 
Back in V, let 

T。:＝ ｛t ET: IトIP‘‘iミ['’}．

T。isa tree of height K, and, by the v-cc of IP, it is of widthさvand v十＜ K, (in 

V). By a theorem of Kurepa (Proposition 7.90 in [15]), it follows that there is a 

t£-branch b in Ti。.Clearlyb。isalso a t£-branch of T. 口(Lemma2.1) 

3 Generically measurable cardinals 

Let us call a cardinal r;, greatly weakly Mahlo if r;, is weakly inaccessible and there 

exists a non-trivial < r;,-complete normal filter F over氏 suchthat {μ < r;, : μ is a 

regular cardinal} E F, and Fis closed with respect to the Mahlo operation 4): 

(3.1) S→Mf (S) := { a E S : a has uncountable cofinality and 

Sn a is stationary in a}. 

4) Closedness here means that for any SE F, we have MC (S) E F. 
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This definition of the Mahlo operation is slightly different from the one given in 

[2]. 

For a E On, we define the notion of a-weakly Mahloness for all cardinals ri, by 

induction on a. 

(3.2) 1,, is 0-weakly Mahlo if 1,, is weakly Mahlo; 

(3.3) 1,, is 1-weakly Mahlo if 1,, is weakly Mahlo5l and{μ< 1,, : μ is weakly Mahlo} 

is stationary; 

(3.4) for 1 < aさ 1,,, 1,, is a-weakly Mahlo if {μ < 1,, : μ is (3-weakly Mahlo} is 

stationary in 1,, for all(3 ＜a. 

(3.5) 1,, is hyper-weakly Mahlo if△a<,,,{μ < 1,, : μ is a-weakly Mahlo} is sta-

tionary 6) 

Lemma 3.1 For an ordinal K,, if S ~ K, is a stationary set consisting of regular 

cardinals, then K, is also regular and hence K, is weakly Mahlo. 

Proof. Suppose that S is as above but K, is not regular. 

We have cf K, > w, since if cf(K,) = w, then any increasing w-sequence of 

successor ordinals cofinal in K, is a club in K, disjoint from S. 

Say, cf（氏） ＝μ < K,. Let〈<a. 〉b lv i : 0: < μ) be a continuously increasing sequence 

of ordinals cofinal in K, such that ~。>µ. By the assumption on S, there is 

入ES n { ~°': 0: < μ}. Say,入＝ ＆,.. Then cf(入)~ a:* < μ <入． Thisis a 

contradiction since入asan element of S must be regular. 口(Lemma3.1) 

Lemma 3.2 Suppose a :S (3'.S K. If K is(3-weakly Mahlo, then K is a-weakly 

Mahlo. 

Proof. By induction on(3. 口(Lemma3.2) 

For S ~片 and a< Ii, let Mび(S)be defined inductively by 

(3.6) Mび(S):= S; 

(3.7) Mea+1(s) := MR (Mび(S));

(3.8) M£1(S) := na<, Mび(S)for a limit'Y < Ii. 

Finally, let 

6) The definition of "hyper Mahloness" (i.e. the strongly Mahlo version of the hyper-weakly 
Mahloness defined here) has several deviations: in some cases K-Mahloness (which is apparently 
slightly weaker than the hyper Mahloness parallel to the hyper-weakly Mahloness as defined here) 
is called hyper Mahlo. 

6) By Lemma 3.1, the weak Mahloness of 1,, follows from the second condition. 
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(3.9) Mr(S)：＝△a<KMび (S).

Note that stationary sets are not necessarily closed with respect to intersection 

of decreasing sequence of short length: Let氏 bean uncountable cardinal with 

K,2'.Ww-FornEw,letSn:={a<K,: Wn:S::cf(a)＜叫｝． Theneach Sn, n E w is 

stationary. But n s,,, = 0. nEW n 

Lemma 3.3 (1) For a regular"', a filter F over"'is uniform (i.e. every end-

segment of氏 isin F) and normal, if and only if F is non-principal, < K,-complete 

and normal. 

(2) If F is a uniform normal filter over a regular "', then C E F for all club 

C ~ "'・ It follows that all S E F are stationary in "'・ 

(3) If氏 isgreatly weakly Mahlo and F is as in the definition of the greatly weak 

Mahloness of氏， thenfor all aく K,{~ <代：~ is a-Mahlo} E F. 

Proof. (1):“-¢:::" is trivial. For“⇒’'，suppose that r5 < "'and Sa E F for all 

a<ふ

For aく"',let 

s~ = { !"'¥ o, 
ifa<c5; 

otherwise. 

We have s: E F for 0: < c5 asバc5E F since F is uniform. 

ThenFぅ△a<Ks:= na<K品＼ 6こnaくん品． Thusna<,,,Sa E Q. 

(2): We show first that Lim(，，，，) （＝ ｛a <，，，， :0: is a limit ordi叫｝） isan element 

of F This follows from Lim（刈＝ △〇<K，，，，＼ （a+ 1) E F 

For a club C ~,,,,, let <Ca:O:< ,,,,> be an increasing enumeration of C. Then 

we have C :2 Limに） n △a＜研＼ ％ E r. 
For an SE F, Sn CE F and hence Sn C cf-0 for all club C ~,,,,. Thus Sis 

stationary in位

(3): By induction on a. 0 (LemmaA3.0) 

The following Proposition is a variant of Proposition 16.8 in [15]. 

Proposition 3.4 Suppose that氏 isgreatly weakly Mahlo, and let F be a non-trivial 

< Ii-complete normal filter over"'such that 

(3.10) Reg("') := {μく"':μ is regular} E F, and 

(3.11) Fis closed with respect to the Mahlo operation (as defined in (3.1)). 
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Then, for any l ::S: aく;;,,

(1) Mび (Reg(;;,))E F, 

(2) Mぴ (Reg(;;,))={μ < ;;, : μ is (3-weakly Mahlo for all(3 ＜a} 

= {μく氏：μ is a。-weaklyM ahlo} for all l ::S: a < w where a。issuch that 

a=a。+1;
Mび (Reg（;;,))= {μ <;;, : μ is (3-weakly Mahlo for all f3 ::S: a} 

= {μ < ;;, : μ is a-weakly Mahlo} for all wさa<;;,,

(3) ;;, is hyper-weakly Mahlo. 

Proof. We first prove (1) and (2) simultaneously by induction on 1 ::S: aく氏

Note that the last equality in both of the cases in (2) follows from Lemma 3.2. 

For a = 1, we have 

rぅ M£(Reg（氏））＝ Mが(Reg(ti))
ヽ

by (3.10) and (3.11) = {11 E Reg(ti) : μ n Reg(ti) is stationary inμ} 

= {μ E Reg(ti) : μ is weakly Mahlo}. 

= {μ E Reg(ti) : μ is 0-weakly Mahlo}. 

Suppose that"/< f£ is a limit ordinal, and (1), (2) hold for all a< T Then 

M£1(Reg（K)) = na<'YMび (Reg（K))E F 
ヽ

by (3.8) 

by the induction hypothesis about (1) and < K-completeness of F. 

Suppose that μ E M£1(Reg(K)). Then, by the induction hypothesis about 

(2), μ is ((3 ＋1)-weakly Mahlo for all(3 ＜ T By (3.4), it follows that {~ < μ : 

＜ is (3-weakly Mahlo} is stationary inμ. Thus, again by (3.4), μ is 1-weakly Mahlo. 

Conversely, ifμ < K is 1-weakly Mahlo, then, by Lemma 3.2, μ is a-weakly 

Mahlo for all a < "Y・ Thus, by the induction hypothesis about (2), 

μ E na<1Mび（Reg(K))= M£1(Reg（K)). This shows that (2) holds for "'f. 

Suppose now that (1) and (2) hold for 1さ： a<氏

If a < w, this means in particular that for a0 such that a = a。+1,

Mび(Reg（氏）） ＝ ｛μ < K, : μ is a0-weakly Mahlo} E F. 

By the definition (3.7) of the iteration of Mahlo operation and (3.11), we have 

Mca+1(Reg(K,)) = {μ < K,: μ is (a0 + 1)-weakly Mahlo} E F. 

=ヽ a 

If w :S; a < w, our assumption is 
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Mび(Reg（;.,))= {μ <;., : μ is a-weakly Mahlo} E F. 

Thus, similarly to above, we obtain 

Mf°'+1(Reg(t,,)) = {μ <,.,, : μ is (a+ 1)-weakly Mahlo} E F. 

(1) and (2) imply (3): 

△a<K.{μ <,.,, : μ is a-weakly Mahlo} ＝ △aく氏Mび(Reg(,.,,)) E F. 、 、
by (2) by (1)皿 dnormality of F 

In particular△a<K.{μ <,.,, : μ is a-weakly Mahlo} is stationary, and this proves 

that,.,, is hyper-weakly Mahlo. 口（Prnposition3.4) 

The following theorem actually holds already for a v-cc-g. weakly compact,.,, 

for some v < t,,. This will be addressed in the forthcoming [13]. 

Theorem 3.5 If,.,, is a v-cc-g. measurable cardinal for a vく,.,,,then,.,, is greatly 

weakly Mahlo. 

Proof. Let IP be a ccc poset with (V, IP)-generic (3 such that there are classes j, 

M <:;; V[(J] with j : V為K.M.

Note that, since generically large cardinals are definable (see [12]), we may 

apply forcing theorems in the arguments which involve j and M. In particular, we 

may assume that 

(3.12) IトIP"j: V今KM".

In V[l3], let f:: := {S ~ ti, : SE V,j(S) 3 ti,} and let巧bea IP-name of尻

In V, let F := {S ~ ti, : IトIP‘‘Sc巧'’}＝ {s~ ti,: IトIP‘‘j(S)3K,"}. Then 

Claim 3.5.1 (1) F is a non-trivial< K,-complete normal filter. 

(2) Reg（代） E r. 

(3) F is closed with respect to M ahlo operation. 

f--(1): It is clear that F is a non-trivial filter. 

Suppose that § :=〈Sa: a<μ〉EV for some μ < "'is a sequence of length μ 

of elements of F. Then|f-lP予 isa sequence of elements of巧oflength μ". Since 

I圧 “Jば） ＝〈j(S砂： a<μ〉'’by(3.12), we have 

IトIP‘‘j(n§)＝ njぼ） ＝n{j(S砂： a<μ}ぅk”.

Thus しト1P" n S E [", and hence n S E F. 

Ifs:=〈Sa: 〉．: a < "') is a sequence in V of elements of F. then 
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IトIP勺¥;E n{j(Sa) : aく叫＝ n （（J• ば））「 K,").

Since|f-lP"K, E n((jば））「 K,) ⇔ "'E△j（和＝ j（△釘',itfollows that 

I卜→IP‘‘△S E F" and thus△SE F. 

(2): Let R := Reg（"') ¥ v. Then we have If-IP "j(R) = Reg(j（"'))M ¥ v" by 

(3.12). By the v-cc of IP, it follows that|トIP" "'is regular and "'> v". Thus 

1ト1P""'E j(R) ", and hence REF. 

(3): If SE F, then Sis stationary by (1) and Lemma 3.3, (2). 

Since IP is v-cc, I日“VIPF S is stationary in "'". 

Since|トIP"s = j(S) n面',itfollows that 

IトIP‘‘"'EM£切 (S))= j(MパS))". 

Thus, IトIP"MパS)E巧’'andhence M£ (S) E F. ~ (CJa;m 3.5.1) 

口(Theo,em3.5) 

Proposition 3.6 For a regular cardinals K,, v with vく氏， thefallowing are equiv-

alent: 

(a) K, is v-cc-g. measurable. 

(b) There is a non-trivial, non-principal and v-satumted < K,-complete ideal over 

K. 

(c) there are av-cc poset IP, a (V, IP)-generic filter a:3, and j, M こV[a::3]such 

that V[a::3] F "j: V王M"and（氏M)V[G]こM.

Proof. "(c)⇒(a)": is clear. So we shall prove "(a)⇒(b)" and "(b)⇒(c)". 

“(a)⇒(b)": Let IP be a v-cc poset such that, for (V, IP)-generic (3 and j, 

M ~ V[a::3], we have V[a::3] F j : V ~氏 M.
InV,letI:={AこK,: If-IP訳幻(A)"}.Note that I is the d叫 idealof the 

filter of Fin the proof of Proposition 3.4. 

Claim 3.6.1 I is < K,-complete and v-satumted ideal (in V). 

Proof. < K,-completeness follows from Claim 3.5.1, (1). 

In the following, we argue in V. To prove that I is v-saturated, assume, toward 

a contradiction, that <A~: ~<v>is a pairwise incompatible sequence of elements 

in IP(K,) ¥ I. By the < K,-completeness of I, we may choose the sequence such that 

A~,~< v are pairwise disjoint. For each~< v, since A~ (/_ I, there is IP~ E IP, such 

that IP~ 戸 “K, E j（心）”． Byv-cc of IP, there are ~ <'T/ < v such that IP~ and !Pr, 

are compatible, say n:-:'S:IP JP~, !Pr,・ But then n:-|f-lP "K, E j(A~) n j（心）’＇ andhence 
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r |トIP‘‘心nA11 # 0 ". It follows that A~ n A17 # 0. This is a contradiction to the 

choice of A~, ~ < v. ~ (Cla;m 3.6.1) 

“(b)⇒(c)" : Let I be a v-saturated ti,—complete ideal over ti,.[PI:=[Pに） ＼1 

satisfies then the v-cc. 

I is precipitous (see e.g. Lemma 22.22 in [14]). Let iG be a (V,[PI)-generic 

filter, and let j : V玉 M be the canonical elementary embedding of V into the 

Mostowski collapse of the generic ultrapower by IG. By Lemma 22.31 in [14], we 

have（勺M)V[G]こM. 口(Prnposition3.6) 

Theorem 3. 7 Suppose that K, is a v-cc-g. measurable cardinal for some regular 

v < K,. Then K, is the stationary limit of v-cc-g. weakly compact cardinals. 

Proof. Suppose that K, is 1.1-cc-g. measurable and let CこK,be an arbitrary club 

subset of K,. We have to show that C contains a 1.1-cc-g. weakly compact cardinal. 

Let IP be a 1.1-cc poset with a (V, IP)-generic (3 and j, M ~ V[l3] such that j : V喜"'M

and 

(3.13) (I< M?[G]こM

(see Proposition 3.6). 

Since M F "j (C) is a club subset of j（t,,)" and片 Ej (C) by the closedness, the 

following claim completes the proof. 

Claim 3.7.1 MF" t,, is 1.1-cc-g. weakly compact". 

ト InM, suppose A~ t,,, We have to show in M that there is a transitive model 

M。ofZFC-with t,,, A E Mi。andjo : M。今ん N。forsome jo, N。insome 1.1-cc 

generic extension. 

By Proposition 3.6, there is a 1.1-saturated < t,,-complete ideal'I on t,, in V. 

In V[a:3], let :T be the ideal over t,, generated by I. By 1.1-cc of IP, it is easy 

to see that :T is < t,,-complete (in V[a:3]). :T is 1.1-saturated (in V[a:3]) by Prikry's 

Theorem (see e.g. Theorem 17.1 in [15]). Let IP.:T := (P（代） ＼j）V[C]．Then V[6]ヒ
“応 hasthe 1.1-cc". 

Working further in V[a:3], let 0 be sufficiently large and let M1 be such that 

(3.14) M1-< 1i(0), 

(3.15) K, + 1 u {A,]}~ M1, and 

(3.16) I M1 I = K,, 

Let m: M1→ M。bethe Mostowski collapse. Note that 
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(3.17) m 「代十 1= id"+l 

by (3.15). Mi。EM by (3.13). 

By A<:;;;氏 and(3.17), we have A=  m(A) E Mi。•

Let Jo := m(J)..:TO E M。bythis definition and Jo = J n Mi。by(3.17). 

By the elementarity (3.14) (and since 0 is taken sufficiently large), we have M1巨

"J is a v-saturated, < 1,,-complete ideal over 1,,". It follows that 

M。F"Jo is a v-saturated, < 1,,-complete ideal over氏”.

In particular,.:lois precipitous in connection with Mi。byLemma 22.22 in [14]. 

Let Q := (P(1,,) ¥ J0)M。(notethat Q E M since Mi。EM).m―1「Q= idQ is 

then an order-preserving and incompatibility preserving embedding of Q into[PJ・

Since応 isv-cc in V[l3], Q is also v-cc in V[l3]. It follows that Q is also v-cc in M 

(note that (v＋戸＝詞）V[G]by (3.13)). 

Let 1H be a (M, Q)-generic filter and let j0 : Mi。王 N。whereNi。isthe 

Mostowski collapse of the generic ultrapower of Mi。by1H (in M[IH]). 

Clearly, Mi。togetherwith these j。andN。isas desired. 

4 Generically supercompact cardinals 

~ (Claim 3.7.1) 

口(Theornm3. 7) 

Theorem 4.1 Suppose that "'is v-cc-g. 2"-supercompact for some uncountable 

cardinal v < "'・ Then "'is the stationary limit of v-cc-g. measurable cardinals. 

Proof. Let IP be av-cc poset with a (V, IP)-generic filter (3 and j, M ~ V[(3] such 

that, in V[(3], j : V苓,.M,j（代） ＞ （2勺vand 

(4.1) j"(2勺VEM.

As in the proof of Theorem 3.7, it is enough to show that M F喰 isv-cc-g. 

measurable". Thus, by Proposition 3.6, we are done by showing that M F 
"there is a v-saturated, < r;,-complete ideal over r;,". 

Since r;, is v-cc g. measurable, there is a v-saturated, <応-completeideal I over 

r;, in V by Proposition 3.6. In V[a::3], let.J be the ideal over r;, generated by I. By 

Prikry's theorem, we have 

(4.2) V[a::3]F ".J is v-saturated, < r;,-complete ideal". 

Note that 
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J = {A E P（氏）V[G]: A ~ B for some B E I} 

= {A E P(t,,)V[G] : A~ j(B) for some BE  I} 

= {AEP（t,,)V[G] : AこCfor some CE j"I}. 

Since j "I E M by (4.1), it follows that 

JnM={AE叫）M:AこCfor some CE  j"I} 

is an element of M. 

Thus, we have M p== "J n Mis v-saturated, < t,,-complete ideal" by (4.2). 

口(Themem4.1) 

5 Reflection properties down to < a generically 

supercompact cardinal 

An interesting fact about the notion of generic large cardinals is that the continuum 

can be generic large, or in some cases the continuum can be strictly larger than 

many generic large cardinals (cf. Theorem 3.7, Theorem 4.1). This is in particu-

lar the case with ccc-generically supercompact cardinals (e.g. obtained by starting 

from a model with a supercompact K, and then by forcing by Fn(K,, 2)). The large-

ness properties of generic supercompact cardinals for forcing with chain condition 

discussed in the previous sections can thus also be situations with the continuum. 

Since generic large cardinals are reflection points of diverse reflection statements 

(as discussed below), the continuum can be also the reflection point of the same 

reflection statements. 

Let S be a class of (not necessarily first-order) structures with a notion !;;;;;s 

of substructure relation where (S,にs)should satisfy certain reasonable properties 

like that 

(5.1) m ES and別竺 12,imply 12, E S, 

こsis transitive, 

辺旦sお and〈田，別〉主〈田＇，辺'〉 imply辺＇旦 sSI,', 

etc. 

We also assume that S is absolute and ~s is upward absolute, meaning that 

if M, N are transitive (class or set) models of ZFC-and M is an inner model of 

N, then, for any叫お EM,Mp辺ES⇔ Np辺ES and M F Qt ~s 11,⇒ 
Np辺こsl:B. For a structure別， wedenote by|辺|theunderlying set of別and

by||別||thecardinality of the underlying set of the structure辺．
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Given such a class S = (S,こs)of structures, and a property P, the reflection 

number of P (in connection with S) is defined as 

tef(stat(S,P) := min{K, E Reg: for any辺Eswith m F p皿 d||m11 ~ K,, 

where we define min 0 := oo. 
The reflection spectrum of P is 

the set{|1231 ：お旦s別，ぉ pP,||お||＜K,} 

is stationary subset of [|m1 ]<"" } 

殴和~stat(S, P) := { Ii E Reg : for any別ESwith辺p=Pand||辺||：：：：： Ii, 

the set{|お| ：おこs辺，SBF P,||SEIi＜氏｝

is stationary subset of [|sztl ]<K } 

Example 5.1 Let S be the class of all first countable topological spaces X =〈X,T〉

where T is an open basis for the space.已sis the subspace relation. 

For P = non-metrizability, the consistency of tef(stat (S, P) = ~2 is known as 

Hamburger's Problem which has been open for almost a half centu咄ロ

A property P is downward absolute if, for any transitive (class or set) models 

M, N of ZFC―such that M is an inner model of N, and for any structure叫 if

N戸刻 p=P" implies M 三烈 p=P".

For a class P of posets, P preserves P, if別p=P then for any IP E P, I戸“辺ヒ
P" holds. 

Theorem 5.2 Suppose that S = (S, ~s) is a class of structures, P a class of 

posets, and氏 aP-g. supercompact cardinal. If a property P satisfies: 

(5.2) P is downward absolute and 

(5.3) P preserves P, 

then;;, E沢翁£stat(S, P) and hence tef(stat(S, P)：：：：： K,. 

Proof. Suppose that辺ESand||辺|~ ;;,. By replacing別withan isomorphic 

structure, we may assume that|汎|＝入 ECard (see (5.1)). 

Let IP E P be such that for an (V, P)-generic (3 and j, M ~ V[l3], we have 

V[l3]巨“j:V今氏 M",

(5.4) j(;;,) >μand j"μ EM  whereμ=ユ（入） forsufficie叫 ylarge n.7l 

By the last condition (5.4), we have j（辺）「j”入EM.

7lWe need Jn（入） heresince the elements of S may be (n + 1)-th order structures for n ~ 1. 
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V[a::3] F滋 FP" by (5.3). By V[a::3]ヒ“辺空 j（辺）「 j”入’'， itfollows that 

V[a::3] F "j（辺）「 j"入p=P". Since lj（辺）「 j'/入|= j"入EM by (5.4), we have 

j（m)「j”入EM and hence M F国「j”入FP" by (5.2). 

Suppose V is an arbitrary club subset of［入臼 inV. Since M F "j "V is cofinal 

in [j”入lく"",we have MF "j”入＝ LJ(j"V)E j(V)". 

In V, let S,。=｛お：屯こs辺， 1|叫く K,}. Since j(|お|） ＝j”|お|forallおES。,
it follows that LJ{ l<!::I : <!:: E j"S,。}= j”入． Thus,MF "j（辺）「 j”入こsj（別）”（for

this, we have to assume that S satisfies the the property that the union of upward 

directed system ofこs-substructuresis aこ8-substructureand certain Downward 

恥 wenheim-Skolemtheorem on旦5-substructuresof a given structure in S). with 

respect toこs)．

By elementarity, it follows that {|231 ：おこsm, I|お||＜ K,} is stationary in 

［ 入]<".口 (Theo,em5.2) 

The following are some application of the theorem above. 

Corollary 5.3 Suppose that氏 isa ccc-g. supercompact cardinal and S = (S, ::::;) is 

a variety and辺ESwith||別||：：：： K, is not free. Then there are stationarity many 

non-free SB ::::;辺 ofcardinalityく K,. In particular, with P being "being non-free", 

we have沢翁£stat(S, P)ぅK,and tcf(stat(S, P)::::; ri,. 

Proof. ccc posets preserve non-freeness of algebras in any variety (see [5]). 

口(Oornlla,y5.3) 

Note that the Corollary above applies e.g. to groups, abelian groups, Boolean 

algebras, etc. 

We shall call posets of the form Fn（入，2)generalized Cohen posets. For P = 

{IP : IP is forcing equivalent to some Fn（入， 2)},P-g. supercompactness for this P 

will be also called Cohen-g. supercompactness. 

In the following Corollaries, stationarity may be replaced with clubness since 

any topological space containing a non-metrizable subspace is non-metrizable and 

any tree containing a non-special subtree is non-special. 

Corollary 5.4 Suppose that,,,, is a Cohen-g. supercompact cardinal. Then any 

first countable non-metrizable topological space of cardinality ~,,,, have club many 

subspaces of size <,,,, which are non-metrizable. 

Proof. Generalized Cohen posets preserve non-metrizability (see Dow, Tall and 

Weiss [4]）．口(Corollary5.4) 

Corollary 5.5 Suppose that,,,, is a Cohen-g. supercompact. Then any non-special 

tree T has club many non-special subtrees of size < 且
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Proof. Generalized Cohen posets preserve non-specialty of trees (Todorcevic, see 

[6]). 口(Cornlla,y5.5) 

The Cohen-g. supercompactness in Corollary 5.5 cannot be replaced by ccc-g. 

supercompactness: 

We can prove (in ZFC) that there is a non-special tree of size 2N。without

branches of length w1 (e.g. T := { t : t : a→w, t is 1-1 for some aく崎 withthe 

ordering t／今Tが：⇔ tこt'issuch a tree). 

By Baumgartner, Malitz, and Reinhardt [1], all trees of size < 2N。without

branches of length w1 are special under Martin's Axiom. 

The reflection number ref[ stat (C, P) for C := trees and P := non-special by 

reflRc is related to Rado's Conjecture (which is the satement ref[stat(C, P) = ~2)
If we denote this by ref[ RC, the results cited above can be put togetehr to show: 

Proposition 5.6 (MA) re恥c>2畑 u
 Also, for Sand Pas in Example 5.1, we have tef[stat(S, P) > b (see [10]). Thus, 

denoting this reflection number connected to Hamburger's Problem (more presicely 

Hamburger's Problem is the question about the consistency of tef[ stat (S, P)＝応）

by tef[ HP, we have 

Proposition 5. 7 (MA) te叫 p> 2殴 u
 If we start from a supercompact t,, and force MA together with 2N。= K ,by 

the standard forcing construction, then in the resulting model t,, (= 2No) is ccc-g. 

supercompact and MA holds. This shows (under the assumption of the consistency 

strength of a supercompact cardinal) that the assertion "the continuum is ccc-g. 

supercompact" is consistent with the non-reflection tefl RC, t叫 p> 2殴

On the other hand, it is consistent that 2No is ccc-g. supercompact, MA holds 

but a reasonably strong reflection principle with the reflection point < N2 still holds: 

Start from a model of ZFC with two supercompact cardinals. Use the smaller 

supercompact to force Fodor-type Reflection Principle (FRP, which is a reflection 

principle with the reflection point < N2, and FRP follows from RC). Then force by 

the standard ccc forcing for MA to make the larger supercompact cardinal (which 

survives the first extension) to make it the continuum. In [7], it is shown that FRP 

is preserved by ccc generic extension. Thus in the resulting model, we still have 

FRP together with MA and that the continuum is ccc-g. supercompact. 

Corollary 5.8 (Konig [16] see also [8]) Suppose that t,, is P-g. supercompact where 

P is the class of all u-closed posets. Then any non-special tree T has club many 

non-special subtrees of sizeくば
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Proof. u-closed posets preserve non-specialty of trees (Todorcevic, see [18]). 

口(Cornlla,y5.8) 

Corollary 5.9 (Diagonal Reflection Principle, see [3], [8]) Let 

S:=｛〈M,〈Sa:a EM〉〉 :M# 0, Saこ[MjN° for all a EM}. 

For〈M,〈Sa:a EM〉〉,〈N,〈Sa:a EN〉〉 ES,let 

〈M,〈呼： aEM〉〉 [;;;;s〈N,〈紺： aEN〉〉：⇔

M ~ N, and呼＝的 n[M]N。forall a EM. 

Let the property P be defined by stipulating that P holds in〈M,〈Sa:a EM〉〉 E

S if and only if Ba is a stationary subset of [MJN。forall a EM. 

Suppose that P is a class of posets such that all elements of P are proper. If"" 

is a P-g. supercompact, then we have tef(stat(S, P) :::;氏．ロ

The inequality tef(stat(S,P):::; ""in Corollary 5.9 is optimal in the following 

sense: Suppose that "" is supercompact and μく""is such that there is a non-

reflecting stationary set S ~ [μJN。.8) If IP :＝ Fn（"", 2) and G is a (V, IP)-generic 

filter, then "" is Cohen-g. supercompact in V[(J]. Since S remains a non-reflecting 

stationary subset of [μJN。inV[G], we have V[G]F "μ < tef(stat(S, P) :::; K, = 2N。’'．
On the other hand, it is also consistent (modulo large cardinals) that tef(stat(S, P) 

< K,= 2N。holdsfor a ccc-g. supercompact cardinal氏： Supposethat代。＜ ""aretwo 

supercompact cardinals and IP and Gare as above. Then, in V[G]，""o and "" are both 

Cohen-g. supercompact. Thus, by Corollary 5.9, we have V[(J] F tef(stat(S, P)三

""o<li=2殴
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